U6-U8 Coaching Manual

Perry Township Youth Soccer Club
Mission Statement

It is the mission of Perry Township Youth Soccer Club to foster the development of
local youth through the sport of soccer.
We have created a curriculum that is tailored to U6 and U8 age players. The
curriculum is designed to teach basic foot skills, with less emphasis on tactics or
winning, to all of our players in consistent manner. Basic foot-skills make are the
foundation of soccer at all levels. Players will gain more confidence when they all
have more opportunities to touch the ball in practices and games. We are dedicated
to providing our participants with a fun, high-quality soccer experience that
encourages sportsmanship camaraderie, and a love of the game through the
development of player, coach, and team.
Perry Township Youth Soccer Club

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 1

Warm Up Exercise - Running Warm Up with Ball Touches, Hops and, Circles

Players are instructed to run in the circle with balls placed randomly around them and perform the following variations
•
•
•

Jump over Balls – continue switch to different balls and jump over
Toe top touches on ball - do 4 touches and switch to another ball
Run circle around a ball - continue switch to different balls

Allows the Kids to run and warm up with fun activities, no specific pressure on ball handling or control

Activity 1 – Dribbling Relay

Players are set in pairs - each player with a ball. Line up behind cones in lanes. When coac h says go – firsts player dribbles
up around far cone and back. They tag their partner and the partner repeats. Allow players to continue this relay for approx 2
minutes. Have them relay 2 x 2 minutes and then begin variations:
Variation 1 - Group Teams into 4 players each and have a relay race. Repeat 4 races to allow teams to compete for most wins.
Variation 2 - Add additional cones in a “slalom “ configuration. Have players dribble through slalom cones.

Activity 2 – Sharks and Minnows

This activity should be run from Touchline to Touchline - Players with balls (Minnows) start at one end. Defenders (Sharks) at
the other. Minnows try to dribble past Sharks and reach the other touch line. Ratio should be approximatley 1 Shark to 4
Minnows.
If a Minnow gets their ball stolen, they switch places with the Shark. If a Shark gets multiple Minnows, the first Minnow caught
switches with the Shark.
Emphasize the following: Minnows are attackers and need to use speed as well as ball control to pass the Sharks. Sharks are
defending the touchline and should try to stop as many Minnows as they can. Teaches the concept of Attack and Defense.

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 2

Warm Up Exercise - Reaction and Recognition – with Tag Game

Setup lanes using cones with Players at each end of the lane. Place a marker cone at the center of the lane as a turn point.
Players on one side of the lane are the “Red” Team and the other side is the “Blue” Team. Coaches shout out Red or Blue and
the appropriate players sprint to the middle cone and back to starting point. Coaches should mix up sequence and try to get
the players to react correctly when their team name is called.
Running Variations – coaches can vary the sprints to include “Side Shuffle”, “Forward Sprint with Backward Run”, or other
Tag Game Variation – have both players start at center cone. When one team name is called, (i.e.Red or Blue), that team’s
player runs back to their start point while the other team player tries to catch them and “tag” them.
Focus is on reaction and recognition of their team name and following simple commands.

Activity 1 - Dribbling Techniques with Pull Back Turn

Setup lanes using cones with Players at each end of the lane. Place a marker cone at the center of the lane as a turn point.
Coaches will instruct players to dribble the ball (at best pace with control), stop the ball at the turn marker and return to the
starting position. Coaches will demonstrate the following variations:
- Dribble using inside of feet and turning using a Pull back turn
- Dribble using outside of feet and Pull Back Turn
- Dribble using right foot only and Pull Back Turn
- Dribble using Left foot only and Pull Back Turn
Repeat each variation 2-3x . Try to focus players on control of the ball so that they don’t overshoot the turn marker. Also
focus players on trying to master the proper technique of the Pull back turn

Activity 2 - Shooting on the Run

Divide Players into 2 squads starting at the right and left sides of the goal. Alternating sides, have the players start their run
up and around the marker cone and back towards goal. Coaches feed the ball out to the player and the player takes shot on
goal.
Areas of Focus for shooting technique:
• player must keeps eyes on ball when striking – more important at this age then looking at target
• Point toe downward and striking with laces – Avoiding striking with toe directly
• Leaning shoulders over ball when striking for low trajectory and power
• Proper positioning of planting foot when striking

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 3

Warm Up Exercise – Dribbling /Ball Tag

All Players inside the circle (20 Yard Diameter Circle). Players dribble according to coaches commands
• Stop - with foot on top of ball, holding ball in place
• Go
• Switch - leave ball and switch to another ball
After about 3 minutes, switch to ball tag, where players dribble around the circle and try to kick the other players ball away,
while maintaining control of their own ball. Watch players to be sure that they don’t move to far away from their own ball
when attacking another players ball.

Activity 1 - Trapping / Settling the Ball

Setup lanes using cones with Players at each end of the lane. Players should be approx . 15 yards apart. One ball for each pair of players.
Player at one end rolls a ball to the other player and that player controls the ball by trapping with inside of foot. Player controls ball and
passes back to first player with inside of foot pass. Repeat 5x and switch.
Next , combine Throw In Technique and have 1st player Throw the ball in to the 2nd player. 2nd player controls with feet or any other part
of body. Inside foot pass back to throwing player. Repeat 5x and switch.
Stress the following for trapping technique – no stepping on top of ball, use inside of foot to receive and slow the balls progress.
Introduce the concept of “First touch” - instead of stopping ball dead , ball is controlled out in front of player , allowing the player to
move forward quickly.
Stress the following for Throw -In technique – keep feet planted on ground, throwing ball straight both arms over the head and follow
through.

Activity 2 – 1 v 1 Attacking and Defending

Create 2 goals with cones approx. 1.5 Yards apart (about 4-5 feet) on either side of the half field. (Go cross field to avoid balls crossing to other half of
field.) Split players evenly and line them up at opposite goal lines at diagonal corners. (See diagram) Upon coaches’ command, first player runs
length of sideline and around end line cone and out to a ball placed in the center of the field. Players attempt to reach the ball first and attack the
opposing player’s goal and score.
Stress the following techniques:
• Encourage players who reach the ball first to control and dribble the ball away instead of just kicking through with lack of control. Try enforcing a “3
Touch” rule before the player can score – a player must touch the ball at least 3 times before he/she can shoot on goal. This will avoid players running
up and trying to kick the ball into the goal on the first touch.
• Introduce the concept of defending by instructing defending players to keep the attacking player in front of them and keeping their own body
between the ball and the goal.
This activity can be done Intra-Squad or with opposing team. Intra Squad is better if both teams have 8 players so that players don’t wait in line too
long and get more reps.

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 4

Warm Up Exercise – “Stuck in the Mud”

All Players inside the circle (20 Yard Diameter Circle). Players dribble while one player is the “Mud Monster.” The Mud
Monster tries to take the ball away from the players. If the Mud Monster dispossesses a player, the player is “stuck in the
mud” and must remain frozen in their spot.
Other players can “rescue” them by dribbling over and passing their ball between the frozen players legs. Once “unstuck” the
player can return to dribbling in the circle.
Allow the players free form to dribble and move the ball around the circle. Switch the “Mud Monster” every 2 minutes. IF
possible assign players that need more work or encouragement on going after the ball in play as the Mud Monster. This may
help them to overcome fear or shyness of attacking and gaining possession of the ball.

Activity 1 – Passing and Shooting

Players are split into 2 lines marked by cones approx. 15-20 yards away from goal as shown in the diagram. Player starts by
passing the ball to the coach. Coach receives the ball and touches the ball on towards the goal in a position for the player to
run on and shoot the ball on goal . Shots should be taken within 10 yards of goal if possible. Alternate between lines quickly
so that players can gain enough reps. Have players chase their shots and bring balls back to line around the outside so as not
to interfere with other players.
Suggestions on technique – encourage players to focus on the ball when shooting, more so than looking at the goal. Focus on
the ball will allow them to make better contact when shooting. Also encourage them to strike with power and follow through
with their leg (even at the sacrifice of some accuracy). Getting repetition of the motion and feeling good contact on the shot
is important.

Activity 2 - Beating the Defender to space

Create a V-Shape Area from the mouth of the goal. Split the squad into 2 groups of four players – attackers and defenders.
The defenders are at the wide end of the V. Defenders pass the ball to the attacker starting in the goal mouth. AS soon as the
attacker touches the ball, defenders can close in on the attacker . Attackers must dribble and fake the ball past the defender
out of the V area – staying within the cones. Defenders must dispossess the attackers and clear the ball out of the V area.
Concepts to stress:
• Attackers must have a good first touch out in front of them to get into space quickly
• Defenders must close quickly on the attacker to limit the amount of space the attacker has to maneuver out of the V
• Coaches could introduce simple moves for attackers – shoulder dip , step over , Shake ‘n Bake

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 5

Warm Up Exercise – Collect the Balls

Split the players into two even groups. Create half circles and place each group of players inside the half-circles. Place and
equal amount of balls to players between the half circles. At the coaches command, each player runs out, retrieves a ball and
dribbles back into their half circle. Repeat 2-3 x
Add additional balls to the middle and instruct players to retreive their first ball and settle inside their half circle. Then, they
can run back to retrieve an additional ball. The Team with more balls wins.
Make sure the players dribble their balls and not shoot them into the half circle. Make sure they bring the ball to a complete
stop and control in the half circle before running out to retrieve another.

Activity 1 – Passing Squares / Keep Away

Create squares with cones with 15 ft sides (5 yds). Assign players to each corner of the square and position them to the inside of the
cone at each corner. Practice passing technique around the square - players pass, trap, turn and pass to the next player in the square.
Stress use of the inside of foot for passing (avoid using toe). Work on passing technique for about 5 minutes. Once players start to get a
command of the technique introduce change of direction in passing by saying “SWITCH” and instruct players to switch direction of the
pass.
Variation - Keep Away (progress to variation only if players are gaining a good command of passing and trapping technique)
Assign one player to the center of the square and instruct players on the square to play “Keep Away” from the player in the center. If the
center player steals the ball away from a perimeter player, the perimeter plays goes to the center.

Activity 2 - Steal the Bacon / 1 v 1

Create a 20yd x 20yd Field with cones and set goals at each end of the field approx 4-5 feet wide. Set field across the half of the Pee Wee
field so that the game does not interfere with the other half.
Split team into two squads of 4 players (or an even number of players ) and assign a number from 1 -4 to each player. One ball is placed
in the middle of the field. The coach will call out a number to start the game and the player on each side with that number will attempt
to “steal the bacon” and score in the opposing goal. Call out numbers randomly to ensure that players are focusing on reacting to their
number being called.
Variations
- Call multiple numbers (no more than 2) to get 2 v 2 scenarios

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 6

Warm Up Exercise – Dribbling with Gates

Mark a 20 Yard diameter circle with cones and create about 5-6 “gates” with cones spaced about 3-4 feet apart.
All Players inside the circle (30 Yard Diameter Circle) with a ball. At coaches command, players begin dribbling within the circle
and through the gates. Encourage ball control and dribbling between gates instead of kicking the ball through the gates and
chasing. Coaches can alter pace by using “Fast” or “Slow” commands , once players start to gain a grasp of control on the ball.
Variation 1 : Match players in pairs with one ball and have them dribble to a gate and pass the ball between gates to each
other.
Variation 2: Match players in pairs both with balls. Have one player follow the other player’s path and switch every 30sec –
1min. Helps players to develop forward vision when dribbling.

Activity 1– Shooting Relay

Split Team into 2 squads of 4. Set a slalom of 4 cones and have them end approx. 5-7 yards from Goal. Each Player has a ball.
First player starts to dribble through cones and finishes by shooting on goal. Instruct players to shoot the ball as quickly as
possible after clearing the cones. Once they shoot, the player runs around the outside and tags the next player to go. Players
collect their balls at the end of the relay when all players have gone. Repeat as many times in 15 minutes.
Techniques to focus on - emphasize ball control through the cones and quick shooting once passing the cones . Instruct
players to touch the ball 1-2 feet in front of them before taking the shot.

Activity 2– 1 v 1 Tag and 1 v 1 Defend

Split team into squads of 4. Set 4 players at the end line to the right of the goal and 4 players approx 15 – 20 yards away at
the center of the field. First variation is “Tag” – no balls will be used. At coach’s command, the attacking player runs towards
goal while the defender runs out to “Tag” the attacker. Attacker must use fakes and avoidance moves to get past the defender
without being tagged. Attackers must reach the goal and touch it to “score.” Attackers and Defenders switch lines when finished.
Second variation adds the ball, Attackers must try to move the ball past defenders to score. Defenders must steal or clear the ball away.
Technique for Defenders – emphasize keeping their body between the attacker and the goal at all times.
Technique for Attackers – keep the ball close but move with as much speed and quickness as possible. Coaches could introduce simple
shoulder drop moves or fakes.

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 7
Review Week
Pick 1 Warm up and 2 Activities
from the Previous 6 weeks and
review the techniques presented in
these activities.

U6-U8 Training Program – Week 8
“Fun” Week
Play soccer related “fun” games – i.e. Stuck in the Mud, Red
Light-Green Light, Sharks and Minnows, etc. Whatever your
team enjoys most. Make sure they all have a ball or games that
have multiple balls

